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We study the long-time evolution of the ion temperature in an expanding ultracold neutral plasma
using spatially resolved, laser-induced-fluorescence spectroscopy. Adiabatic cooling reduces the
ion temperature by an order of magnitude during the plasma expansion, to temperatures as low as
0.2 K. Cooling is limited by heat exchange between ions and the much hotter electrons. We also
present evidence for an additional heating mechanism and discuss possible sources. Data are
described by a model of the plasma evolution, including the effects of ion-electron heat exchange.
We show that for appropriate initial conditions, the degree of Coulomb coupling of ions in the
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
plasma increases during expansion. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4915135]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultracold neutral plasmas (UNPs), formed by photoionizing laser-cooled atoms near threshold, have ion temperatures around 1 K and tunable electron temperatures from 1 K
to 1000 K.1 One of the most important topics studied in
UNPs is the physics of strongly coupled plasmas, which
have a ratio of nearest neighbor potential energy to kinetic
energy larger than one. This is quantified by the Coulomb
coupling parameter

e2
ðkB T Þ;
(1)
C¼
4pe0 aws
where aws  ð4pn=3Þ1=3 is the average interparticle spacing
(i.e., Wigner-Seitz radius) and T is the temperature of the
particle species of interest. Ions in UNPs have Ci  2  4,
and they have been used to study the equilibration of
strongly coupled Coulomb systems after a potential
quench2–8 and collision rates beyond the regime of validity
of Landau-Spitzer theory.9 Strong coupling is of interest in
many different plasma environments,10 and the equilibration
dynamics observed in UNPs, in particular, has been connected to laser-produced plasmas formed from clusters and
solids11 and proposed as a possible limitation in the brightness of photoemitted electron beams.12
A central focus of research on UNPs is the creation of
more strongly coupled plasmas to study collisions, transport,
collective modes, and many other phenomena across a wider
variety of coupling strengths into the liquid regime.
Proposals to increase Ci by modifying the plasma after its
creation are sensitive to the long-term evolution of the ion
temperature. Here, we report measurement and modelling of
the ion-temperature evolution of expanding UNPs, which
has never been experimentally studied before because of the
difficulty in distinguishing the small thermal motions of ions
from the large, hydrodynamic ion expansion velocity.13–15
Our results show significant ion adiabatic cooling, with ion
temperatures decreasing up to an order of magnitude. We
a)
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also observe significant contributions to the ion temperature
from ion-electron thermalization, as well as an additional
source of ion heating we ascribe to deviations of the plasma
density from an ideal spherical Gaussian.
This study adds to prior studies of fundamental plasma
properties conducted using UNPs, such as the plasma creation process,3,4,13,14 collective modes of ions16,17 and electrons,13,18,19 and formation and ionization of Rydberg atoms
in the plasma.20–22
There is long-standing interest in the problem of a
plasma expanding into vacuum, which typically dominates
the dynamics of plasmas created with pulsed lasers,23 such
as in experiments pursuing inertial confinement fusion,24
x-ray lasers,25 or the production of energetic (>MeV) ions
through irradiation of solids,26,27 thin foils,28 and clusters.29
For ultracold neutral plasmas, an early hydrodynamic
model and numerical study, which included the effects of
three-body recombination (TBR) and other inelastic processes,30 accurately described experimental observations of
the ion density evolution.13 An adiabatic, self-similar solution of the Vlasov equations15,31–34 describes the expansion
dynamics well across a wide range of initial conditions, and
this is the starting point for understanding the experiments
described here. This model predicts adiabatic cooling of
electrons, which has been confirmed through the expansion
dynamics,15,35 electron loss,36 and the TBR rate.37 The
model predicts adiabatic cooling of the ions as well, and it
was pointed out that this should result in an increase in correlations with Ci  10 before the density and collision rate
drop so much that correlations freeze out.38,39 Small effects
of ion correlations on the expansion have been discussed in
conjunction with a comprehensive model.38 Our work provides the first test of these predictions of the evolution of the
ion temperature.
Adiabatic cooling has been observed in trapped nonneutral plasmas when reducing confinement for both pure
ion40 and antiproton plasmas.41,42 It is important in the interstellar medium and solar wind43–45 and it has been discussed
for ions in a plasma created by laser irradiation of a
solid.46,47
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

UNPs are created by photoionizing laser-cooled 88Sr
atoms in a magneto-optical trap.1 This results in a spherical
Gaussian density distribution (initial e1=2 density radius  r0  1 mm to 2 mm) of a few hundred million ions (and
electrons) with a peak density of up to 5  1016 m3.
Spatially and temporally resolved laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy on the ion’s principal transition at 422 nm
permits in situ probing of the local kinetic energy and density
of the ions.15,48 We excite fluorescence in a 1 mm thick sheet
that bisects the plasma. Fluorescence emitted perpendicular to
the sheet is collected by a 1:1 optical relay and 4 objective/
ocular magnification stage that images onto an intensified
charge coupled device (ICCD), with a pixel size of 13 lm.
This allows regional analysis of small volumes of the plasma
with roughly constant density and bulk expansion velocity.48,49 The total system resolution is mainly limited by the
ICCD, which suffers from blooming during the amplification
process. To minimize this effect, we experimentally obtained
the point spread function of the ICCD (Ref. 50) and deconvolve each image in post analysis.51
Creation and probing of the plasma are repeated with a
10 Hz repetition rate, and the LIF-laser frequency is scanned
to build up an excitation spectrum. The spectrum of the region
of interest is fit to a Voigt profile. We assume a Lorentziancomponent width dominated by the laser and natural
linewidths (6 MHz, 20 MHz, respectively) and the Dopplerbroadened Gaussian width is a fit parameter related to a local
ion temperature.48 The signal is proportional to density and
can be calibrated using absorption imaging,52 with a resulting
uncertainty in density of approximately 620%.
To minimize the contamination of ion temperature
measurements by expansion velocity,48 temperatures are
measured for regions that are only one pixel wide along the
LIF beam axis and 1 mm perpendicular to it. To improve statistics, we analyze 79 regions covering a 1 mm2 area, and
compute an average temperature from the measurements.
Error bars on temperature measurements are statistical
uncertainty in the resulting mean. The averaging over multiple regions introduces a maximum relative density variation
of e1=8 ¼ 0:88 from the center region to the outermost
region, for r0 ¼ 1 mm.
III. OVERVIEW OF ULTRACOLD PLASMA EVOLUTION
TIME SCALES

The plasma is unconfined and undergoes a complex evolution as it expands into the surrounding vacuum1 with dynamics that can be divided into three distinct time scales as
shown in Figure 1.
Global thermal equilibrium (GTE) for electrons is established on a very fast timescale compared to the physics of interest in this paper at a temperature determined by1,30
3kB Te
¼ hxl  Ei :
2

(2)

Here, 
hxl is the combined energy of the photoionizing photons and Ei is the ionization energy of a ground state atom.

FIG. 1. Three main stages of UNP evolution. Electrons reach GTE on a
timescale
approximately equal to the inverse electron plasma frequency,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e0 me =ne e2 . Ions come to LTE on a timescale of the inverse ion
x1
pe ¼
plasma frequency. Hydrodynamic effects, such as plasma expansion, occur
on the longest timescale.

We can create UNPs with initial electron temperatures of
1 K–1000 K, however we typically stay above 40 K to avoid
three body recombination effects, which become important
when Ce  0:1.35 We ionize a maximum of about 25% of
the atoms for Te ⱗ 150 K, but this approaches 100% near an
auto-ionizing resonance (Te  430 K).53 All but a few percent of the electrons are trapped by the space-charge field of
the ions.54
Next, the ions come to local thermal equilibrium on a
time scale comparable to the p
inverse
of their fundamental osﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
¼
e
m
=n
cillation frequency, x1
0 i
i e  1 ls. Initial ion
pi
velocities and positions are inherited from the laser-cooled
atoms, resulting in low kinetic energy and high potential
energy because the spatial distribution is completely random.
Coulomb energy is converted into ion kinetic energy in a
process called disorder-induced heating (DIH) or correlation
heating,2,52 which yields a density-dependent, equilibrium
ion temperature ðTDIH / n1=3  1 KÞ. Disorder-induced
heating limits the ion’s Coulomb coupling parameter to
2 ⱗ Ci ⱗ 4, with the variation determined by electron screening.8 Strictly speaking, ions never achieve global thermal
equilibrium in our experiments because of the long timescale
for thermal transport.55
In the next stage of evolution, the plasma expands into
the surrounding vacuum in a hydrodynamic fashion, driven
by the electron thermal pressure. For a quasi-neutral, perfect
Gaussian density distribution, assuming global thermal equilibrium of ions and electrons and negligible inelastic collision processes and electron-ion thermalization, the
expansion is described by a self-similar expansion
r2 ðtÞ ¼ r20 ð1 þ t2 =s2exp Þ;

(3)

(4)
Ti;e ðtÞ ¼ Ti;e ð0Þ=ð1 þ t2 =s2exp Þ;
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where the expansion timescale, sexp ¼ mi r20 =kB ½Te ð0Þþ Ti ð0Þ
 10ls, is set by initial size and temperatures after electrons and ions reach global and local equilibrium, respectively.15,32 The electron temperature dominates, which
allows one to indirectly measure Te(0) by fitting the evolution of the cloud size. Equations (3) and (4) also show
that Te;i r2 ¼ constant, reflecting the adiabatic cooling of
both species as the cloud expands. We will discuss below
how these equations must be modified to account for heat
exchange between electrons and ions, but they provide
good intuition for plasma dynamics.
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IV. INITIAL ION EQUILIBRATION: DISORDER-INDUCED
HEATING, KINETIC-ENERGY OSCILLATIONS, AND
DENSITY CALIBRATION

The initial equilibration of the ions has been extensively
discussed previously,2–8,11 but we describe it here in order to
give a complete picture of the temperature evolution and
because early-time heating dynamics provide the most accurate determination of the plasma density.
Figure 2 shows the increase in ion kinetic energy due to
initial disorder (DIH) and the subsequent kinetic energy
oscillations (KEOs) at close to twice the ion plasma frequency xpi, which result from the evolution of spatial correlations in the equilibrating strongly coupled plasma. The
equilibrium temperature from DIH for a homogeneous
plasma, is set by density ð/ n1=3 Þ and electron temperature
(via electron-screening). It can be calculated from2


2
e2  ~ j 
TDIH 
U
þ
(5)
3kB 4pe0 aws 
2
using tabulated molecular dynamics simulation results56
~ the excess particle energy in units of e2 =4pe0 aws . j
for U,
 aws =kD is the screening parameter for electron Debye
length kD ¼ ðe0 kB Te =ne e2 Þ1=2 . A closed-form description of
KEO dynamics does not exist, and it can only be predicted
with molecular dynamics simulations. The oscillation frequency has been shown by particle-in-cell Yukawa simulations,7 tree-code algorithms,12 and full molecular dynamics
simulations57 to agree well with xpi, although electron
screening softens the ion-ion interaction and slows the oscillations.7,58 This deviation is small but observable for our
conditions. As seen in Fig. 2(b), when time is scaled by
2p=xpi , and ion temperature is scaled by TDIH, the various
plasmas exhibit similar behavior, and oscillations damp to a
scaled temperature close to unity.
All presented temperatures are fit parameters assuming a
Voigt spectral profile with Maxwellian velocity distribution.
It has been shown,7 however, that the velocity distribution
shows a non-Maxwellian, high-velocity tail that relaxes on

FIG. 2. Early time measurements of ion kinetic energy widths for various
density UNPs with Te ¼ 430 K. (a) Disorder induced heating temperatures
vary with density as shown. (b) Scaling temperature by the predicted DIH
magnitude and time by the ion plasma oscillation period result in close to
universal behavior. The solid lines are results from molecular dynamics simulation of an equilibrating plasma, which are fit to experimental data to
determine ion density.
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the same timescale as the oscillations, so Voigt fits will
underestimate the ion RMS kinetic energy until the ions
have achieved local thermal equilibrium. Therefore, to interpret our early-time measurements, we compare them to a
library of ion velocity distributions from molecular dynamics
simulations of a homogeneous plasma.59 We use the numerical data to produce simulated LIF spectra that are fit with the
same procedure as experimental data (Fig. 2(b)), and temperature evolutions are tabulated for various initial electron temperatures and densities.
Assuming an electron temperature given by the
photoionizing-laser photon energy, we can fit KEO experimental data to MD results with a single fit parameter, density. The fit is highly constrained because the KEO
frequency and the temperature both depend on the density.
Good confidence in the measured density and TDIH is important for accurate simulation of the full ion temperature evolution as discussed below. Note that the measured temperature
only approaches TDIH as the oscillations damp. Throughout
this manuscript, these fits are provided for all data. A full
study of this density-fitting method will be given elsewhere.
It is more accurate than using LIF intensity calibrated with
absorption imaging,48 but the two methods agree well, yielding an absolute uncertainty in density on order of 610%.
Because density is determined in this independent fitting process, and all other parameters are independently measured,
when the results of the hybrid model described in Sec. VI are
compared with data, there are no free parameters for the
model.
V. ION ADIABATIC COOLING

On a hydrodynamic timescale of 10 ls, the plasma
cloud will expand due to the thermal pressure of the electrons, leading to adiabatic cooling of electrons and ions.
When ion temperatures are measured for longer evolution
times, we clearly see cooling of the ions by up to an order of
magnitude, as demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
To establish that we are observing adiabatic cooling of
the ions, we check the scaling predicted by Eq. (4).
According to this simple model, the only two parameters
determining the ion temperature are the initial temperature,
set by DIH, and the expansion time sexp. Figure 3(b) shows
the evolution of the ion temperature scaled by those two parameters for various initial electron temperatures holding
plasma size and initial peak density fixed. Figure 4(b) shows
a similar study varying the plasma size for similar initial
electron temperature and ion density. In both cases, the
scaled data approximately collapse onto universal curves,
showing that adiabatic cooling, described by Eq. (4), dominates the ion temperature evolution. We observe temperatures as low as 0.2 K, which are the lowest temperatures ever
measured for ions in local thermal equilibrium in an ultracold neutral plasma.
VI. MODELLING UNP DYNAMICS

To more accurately model the data, we use a hybrid
approach first developed in Ref. 60 that combines a hydrodynamic treatment of the evolution of the plasma size and
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FIG. 3. Ion temperature evolution for UNPs with similar initial plasma
size (r0 ¼ 1 mm) and comparable ion densities (ni(0) ¼ 2  1015 m3 to
4  1015 m3) and different initial electron temperatures given in the legend.
(a) Lower initial electron temperature produces stronger electron shielding
and lower temperature after DIH. (b) Scaling the time and temperature axes
yields universal curves that only vary with electron screening. The comparison of experimental data with molecular dynamics simulations (solid lines)
is used to determine the local ion density. (c) Lower electron temperature
yields slower expansion and ion cooling. (d) Scaling the temperature by
TDIH and time by the expansion time sexp approximately collapses the data
onto a universal curve, confirming that adiabatic cooling dominates the
long-time evolution. The line is the prediction of the ion temperature model
(Eqs. (6)–(10)), including correlation effects and cloud expansion only,38
omitting electron-ion thermalization.

electron and ion temperatures with terms derived from a kinetic and numerical treatment of the effects of correlations.
The model takes the form of differential equations describing
the evolution of the Gaussian size parameter r, the electron
and ion temperatures, and the expansion parameter c. The
hydrodynamic expansion velocity for the ions at position r
with respect to plasma center is vðr; tÞ ¼ cðtÞr. The differential form of the equations allows inclusion of new terms to
treat electron-ion thermalization
@r2 ðtÞ
¼ 2cðtÞr2 ðtÞ;
@t
@cðtÞ kB Te ðtÞ þ Uii ðtÞ=3
 c2 ðtÞ;
¼
@t
mi r2 ðtÞ


@Ti ðtÞ
2
@Uii ðtÞ
¼ 2cðtÞTi ðtÞ 
cðtÞUii ðtÞ þ
@t
3
@t
me
þ 2 cei ðtÞTe ðtÞ;
mi
@Te ðtÞ
me
¼ 2cðtÞTe ðtÞ  2 cei ðtÞTe ðtÞ;
mi
@t

(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)

FIG. 4. Long time ion temperature evolution for UNPs with similar initial
electron temperature (Te(0) ¼ 430 K) and comparable ion densities yet different
initial plasma sizes (details in the legend). (a) Plasma size does not affect local
DIH dynamics. (b) Comparison with molecular dynamics simulations is used
to determine local ion density. (c) Larger initial cloud size yields slower expansion and ion cooling. (d) Scaling the temperature by TDIH and time by the
expansion time sexp approximately collapses the data onto a universal curve.

where Uii(t) is the average ion-ion correlation energy per particle in the plasma, which can be related to the spatial pair
correlation function of the ions.1 Uii is negative in UNPs.
The electron-ion equilibration terms in Eqs. (8) and (9),
which contain cei will be discussed below. When they are
omitted and the correlation energy is neglected ðUii  0Þ,
Eqs. (6)–(9) can be solved exactly by the analytic solution
presented in Eqs. (3) and (4).
The inclusion of the correlation energy in Eqs. (6)–(9)
allows an approximate treatment of correlation effects, such
as disorder-induced heating. Uii can only be calculated with
a full molecular dynamics description of the plasma.1 Its
evolution can be approximated, however, as38
@Uii ðtÞ
Uii ðtÞ  Uii;eq ðtÞ
;
¼
@t
scorr ðtÞ

(10)

where the timescale for relaxation of the correlation energy
to its equilibrium value, Uii;eq ,61 is taken as the inverse-ion
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
plasma frequency scorr ¼ mi e0 =e2 ni .
At plasma formation, Uii is set to zero, but its magnitude
increases rapidly, toward Uii;eq , raising the ion temperature
close to the equilibrium temperature TDIH on a timescale of
scorr. With this treatment, the ion temperature after establishment of local equilibrium is not put into the model as an ad
hoc parameter; it emerges naturally from the initial conditions. However, this treatment is only an approximate
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description of the effects of correlations, which dominate the
pre-local thermal equilibrium (LTE) dynamics. For example,
ion KEOs observed experimentally during the disorderinduced heating phase are not described. The slow approach
to TDIH during the damping of the KEOs mentioned in Sec.
IV is also not captured, which contributes to a systematic
overshoot of the results of Eqs. (6)–(10) compared to the
data and the molecular dynamics simulations at very early
times during the KEOs. Nonetheless, the model describes
post-LTE dynamics with the inclusion of some effects of
correlations, including the retardation of the expansion due
to decreasing magnitude of Uii with decreasing density,
which is a small effect for our conditions.
Inherent in the traditional interpretation of Eq. (8),
however, is an assumption of global thermal equilibrium for
the ions that is not well-justified. The equilibrium correlation
energy depends on the local density, and disorder-induced heating only leads to local thermal equilibrium. The characteristic
timescale for global ion thermal equilibration stherm is set by the
thermal conductivity for the strongly coupled ions, which can
be approximated as k  nkB xpi a2ws .55 Temperature equilibration between the ions in two regions of volume V, interface
area A, and separation d is cV Vd=kA, where cV ¼ 3nkB =2 is
the ion heat capacity per volume. Taking all length scales as
the plasma size r, this yields stherm  r2 =xpi a2ws , which is on
the order of 103 s for a typical UNP, much longer than other
dynamic timescales for the plasma.
This creates a significant complication for a rigorous
description of the plasma, but we take advantage of the
extremely long timescale for ion global equilibration to make a
significant approximation to describe our data. We restrict our
analysis to a central region of the plasma in which the average
density is 96% of the peak density. We consider Eq. (8) as
describing an effective temperature for local thermal equilibrium within this region. While previous treatments38 have
approximated Uii;eq ðtÞ as an average over the equilibrium correlation energy in the entire plasma, we take it as the correlation
energy for the measured plasma density, which is the average
density of our region of interest. Several additional factors
make Eq. (8) a reasonable approximation for the local ion conditions. The actual error introduced with this approximation is
small because the temperature after local equilibration TDIH
varies slowly with density. Also, the self-similar plasma expansion (Eqs. (3) and (4)) leads to the same relative change in volume and adiabatic cooling in all regions of the plasma. Finally,
the plasma expansion, which controls the adiabatic cooling dynamics, is dominated by the electron temperature for our conditions and is relatively insensitive to the ion temperature.
With this interpretation, the equilibrium value of the
correlation energy ðUii;eq < 0Þ is estimated as61
Uii;eq ðTi ; nÞ ¼ kB Ti C3=2 ðTi ; nÞ


!
A1
A3
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ
; (11)
A2 þ CðTi ; nÞ 1 þ CðTi ; nÞ

where Ti and n are the instantaneous local ion temperature
and pdensity,
and
ﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃA1 ¼ 0:9052; A2 ¼ 0:6322, and A3
¼  3=2  A1 = A2 .
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Equations (6)–(10) neglecting electron-ion equilibration
qualitatively predict the ion temperature evolution, as shown
by rescaling data by TDIH and sexp and overlaying the results
of the model (solid lines in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b)). But quantitatively, the theory clearly diverges from the data after the
DIH phase and underestimates the ion temperature during
the expansion. This implies that the model misses a significant amount of energy that is transferred to the ions during
the evolution, and we now turn to a discussion of the sources
of this energy.
A. Electron-ion thermalization

Collisional energy transfer between electrons and ions is
typically neglected in theory and experiments on UNPs.1
Due to the large mass difference, complete thermalization
between the two would require 10–100 times the expansion
time (sexp) of an UNP. Thus, the energy lost by electrons due
to collisions with ions is insignificant compared to the electron temperature,54 and the expansion of the plasma and the
electron temperature evolution can be described by Eqs. (3)
and (4).
However, if one is concerned with the ion temperature,
electron-ion thermalization must be considered since the
ions are typically orders of magnitude colder than electrons.
This is particularly important for proposed efforts to increase
Coulomb coupling by laser cooling62,63 or circumventing
DIH (Ref. 57) because a small transfer of electron energy to
thermal ion energy heats the ions significantly. In general,
thermal relaxation in a plasma has been a long-standing fundamental interest64–71 as well as a critical aspect of many
areas of study, such as inertial confinement fusion,72–76
warm dense matter,77 and space plasmas.78–80
The measurements presented here are the first to follow
the ion temperature on the timescale of the expansion and
observe the effects of electron-ion thermalization in an UNP.
To describe the data, and help us identify the contribution of
this heating mechanism, we start with the classic electronion collision (EIC) frequency in a singly ionized plasmas,
me , and Te
Ti ,81
assuming ni ¼ ne, mi
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4 2pni e4 ln½K
cei ¼
1=2
3ð4pe0 Þ2 me ðkB Te Þ3=2
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 3=2
¼
(12)
C xpe ln½K;
3p e
and the ion heating and electron cooling rates due to EICs,
dTi
dTe
me
¼
¼ 2 cei Te :
dt
dt
mi

(13)

pﬃﬃﬃ
The argument of the Coulomb logarithm is K ¼ 1= 3Ce3=2 .
The Coulomb coupling parameter for the electrons is never
greater than 1 for our experiments, so strong coupling effects
are small,82 as has been shown by comparison of Eq. (12)
with quantum T-matrix calculations83 in this regime of
coupling.
The heating and cooling terms are included in the evolution of ion and electron temperatures (Eqs. (8) and (9)). We
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use the measured, average plasma density for the region of
interest in these expressions. Following a similar line of reasoning as discussed in the context of the correlation energy,
this provides a reasonable approximation of the evolution of
the local ion temperature in the central region of the plasma
because of the very slow global equilibration of the ions.
With the inclusion of electron-ion thermalization in the
model, it is possible to determine the significance of the
effect for ion temperature evolution. Figure 5 shows data and
simulation for various regimes of UNP parameters. The simulation results show that the heating from EICs is more significant for higher density, smaller electron temperature, and
larger initial plasma size. These conditions increase the collision rate and the time ð sexp Þ before the density drops and
collisions become negligible. In Fig. 5(b), electron-ion thermalization contributes 0.5 K and doubles the ion temperature
at later times. For the opposite extreme of the accessible regime of these parameters in UNPs, the effect is very small.

FIG. 5. Comparison of data with models including and not including electron ion collisions. The lines are simulation results of the ion temperature
model (Eqs. (6)–(10)), including correlation effects and cloud expansion38
with (solid) and without (dotted) electron-ion thermalization. The insets
show early time KEOs with time normalized by 2px1
pi . The solid lines in
the insets are results from MD simulations fit to the data in order to determine experimental density.
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B. Additional heating/ion acoustic waves (IAWs)

It is evident from Fig. 5 that the simulation still underestimates the measured ion temperature during the expansion
by as much as several hundred millikelvin, and that the
excess energy appears on the timescale of sexp. We observe
that this effect is very sensitive to experimental parameters,
such as laser alignment and beam quality. But in general, the
additional energy is more significant for larger density and
electron temperature.
One possibility is that hydrodynamic expansion velocity
is being misinterpreted as thermal velocity. The plasma is
expanding with a velocity that varies in space, and LIF signal
captured from a region with finite width dx will reflect a spread
of expansion velocities that can broaden the measured spectrum. For the self-similar expansion (Eqs. (3) and (4)), the velocity spread dv ¼ cðtÞdx peaks at t ¼ sexp and then decreases.
Assuming an ideal single pixel region of width dx ¼ 13 lm, dv
peaks at a value of 1 ms1 corresponding to a Doppler broadening of 2 MHz or 8 mK in temperature units. The actual value
would increase if the expansion deviates from the ideal selfsimilar expansion or if the point spread function used for
image deconvolution is inaccurate or not constant throughout
the fluorescence volume. However, it is unlikely this accounts
for a large fraction of the observed heating.
Another possibility is that Eqs. (12) and (13) underestimate the amount of ion heating due to electron-ion collisions.
We do not attempt to use our data to extract the electron-ion
thermalization rate because of the difficulty in separating this
heat source from other possible mechanisms. While there are
many assumptions that go into the derivation of Eqs. (12) and
(13), it is unlikely that this can be the source of the anomalous heating because it appears to scale very differently than
heating due to electron-ion collisions (Fig. 5).
We hypothesize that the largest contribution to the
observed excess ion energy reflects IAWs that are excited
during the ionization process due to deviations from a
smooth Gaussian in the initial density distribution of the
plasma. Previously, we have used transmission masks on the
ionizing beam to intentionally modulate the initial density
distribution leading to the excitation of IAWs.16,84,85
However, similar excitations would be caused by any imperfection in the ionizing laser profiles and/or atom density distribution. Long-wavelength IAW excitations with a broad
spread of wavevectors would increase the RMS velocity
width of the ions. Short wavelength excitations should decay
quickly through Landau damping, increasing the ion thermal
energy. Both would increase the temperature as measured by
our LIF probe.
To assess the feasibility of this explanation, we estimate
the energy per ion from a single IAW mode of frequency x,
85
wavevector k, and fractional density modulation dn
n0 as
DEIAW


2
1
x dn
 mi
:
4
k n0

(14)

In the long wavelength
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ limit, x=k can be replaced with the
sound speed kB Te =mi . If we assume all the IAW energy is
transferred into thermal energy, we find that
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significant EIC heating. Higher density also allows data collection at later times. Therefore, at least for our accessible
experimental parameters, high Te, small cloud, and high density are optimal for observing increasing Ci.
Measurements at later times are limited by plummeting
densities and signal-to-noise ratios, but for the best conditions,
we see Ci increase above 5, as shown in Fig. 6. EICs and other
sources of heating prevent Ci from reaching as high as
expected from Eqs. (6)–(10) neglecting these effects. The
measured value of Ci is calculated from observed ion temperature and density, and we are not able to determine if spatial
correlations exist corresponding to equilibrium at this value.39
FIG. 6. Increase in the ion Coulomb coupling parameter with plasma expansion for Te(0) ¼ 430 K, n0 ¼ 4  1015 m3, and r0 ¼ 1 mm. The line is the
prediction of Eqs. (6)–(10).

DTi;max

 2
1
dn
 Te
:
6
n0

(15)

For a dn
n0 of only 5% and Te ¼ 430 K, this is nearly 200 mK of
energy. In the short wavelength limit, x=k is replaced by
xpi =k, leading to a decreasing energy with wave vector
DTi;max 

 2
1 ne2
dn
:
2
6  0 kB k n 0

(16)

This effect seems capable of providing the observed
heating, and residues of the density-distribution fit to a 2D
Gaussian are often on the order of 5% on a 1 mm length
scale. Similar depth ion holes have been shown to perturb
the ion temperatures by several hundred millikelvin.17
Furthermore, the timescale of the additional heat appears to
scale with sexp, which is a typical period for IAW oscillations
with a wavelength on the order of the plasma lengthscale r.
Despite great effort, deviation of the density distribution
from an ideal Gaussian remains a limitation for achieving
lower ion temperatures. For all but the lowest atom densities,
the magneto-optical trap for the atoms is optically thick to
the laser-cooling light, this results in non-Gaussian atom distributions that are inherited by the plasma. Also, the output
of the pulsed-dye laser that ionizes the atoms has spatial intensity modulations that are imprinted onto the plasma.
Complete saturation of the ionizing process could minimize
this source of heat but it would require larger pulse energies
than available with our current system.
VII. INCREASE IN Ci WITH EXPANSION

For the best chance of seeing increasing Ci with expansion,39 minimal heating and fast expansion are required. Fast
expansion is achieved by small cloud size and high Te.
Higher density does not change the initial coupling parameter, but it increases the DIH temperature, minimizing the relative decrease in Ci coming from additional heating sources.
Higher density also enhances EIC heating, but for sufficiently high electron temperatures, e.g., near the autoionizing resonance, the EIC cross section is so small that the
highest achievable densities should not experience

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have used spatially resolved fluorescence spectroscopy to measure ion temperature evolution during the expansion of an UNP for various initial plasma sizes, electron
temperatures, and densities. We have observed several effects
in UNPs for the first time, such as ion adiabatic cooling and
ion heating due to collisions with electrons. We have presented a numerical model describing the evolution of plasma
size and electron and ion temperatures, including the effects
of electron-ion collisions. We also presented evidence for
additional ion heating, which we hypothesize is dominated by
IAWs excited during plasma creation. We see increasing coupling for ions with time, but it is limited by these heating
effects. Attempts to access stronger Coulomb coupling, such
as through proposed schemes to laser cool ions in UNPs
(Refs. 38, 62, 63, 86–91) or simply through plasma expansion
as demonstrated here, should benefit from improved control of
the initial density distribution of the plasma.
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